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Block-Shanno Minimum Bit Error
Rate Beamforming

Tamer A. Samir, Said Elnoubi, and Ayman Elnashar

Abstract—Beamforming is a key technology in smart antenna
systems that can increase capacity and coverage and mitigate
multipath propagation in mobile radio communication systems.
The most popular criterion for linear beamforming is the min-
imum mean square error (MMSE). However, the mean square
error (MSE) cost function is not optimal in terms of the bit
error probability performance of the system. A class of adaptive
beamforming algorithms has been proposed based on minimizing
the bit error rate (BER) cost function directly. Unfortunately, the
popular least minimum BER (LMBER) stochastic beamforming
algorithm suffers from low convergence speed. Gradient Newton
algorithms have been proposed to speed up the convergence rate
and enhance performance but at the expense of complexity. In this
paper, a block processing objective function for the minimum BER
(MBER) is formulated, and a nonlinear optimization strategy,
which produces the so-called block-Shanno MBER (BSMBER), is
developed. A complete discussion for the complexity calculations
of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated. Simulation scenarios
are carried out in a multipath Rayleigh-fading direct-sequence
code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) system to explore the
performance of the proposed algorithm. Simulation results show
that the proposed algorithm offers good performance in terms
of convergence speed, steady-state performance, and even system
capacity compared to other MBER- and MSE-based algorithms.

Index Terms—Antennas, array signal processing, communica-
tion system performance, fading channels, mean square error
(MSE) methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last two decades, an increasing demand for
boosting the capacity of wireless systems has been ob-

served to cater to the exponential increase in the number
of subscribers. Since bandwidth is a valuable resource, this
demand has to be satisfied by exploiting the existing resources
more efficiently. Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is one
of the most promising techniques for efficient sharing of the
frequency spectrum. It is most likely to be applied to many
future mobile systems. Although spread-spectrum systems are
naturally resistant to interference, it has been noted that [1] with
heavily loaded systems, the systems become interference lim-
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ited rather than noise limited. As a result, the cell radius shrinks
(i.e., cell breathing). Many researchers have focused their work
on addressing this problem. They have produced a variety of
methodologies. Spatial processing with adaptive antenna arrays
has been considered by many researchers. It has shown real
promise for increasing capacity and coverage and for mitigating
multipath propagation of mobile radio communication systems
[2], [3]. Adaptive beamforming can separate signals transmitted
in the same carrier frequency, provided that they are separated
in the spatial domain [4].

Wiener-solution-based beamformers indirectly minimize bit
error rate (BER) by optimizing other cost functions [e.g., signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio or mean square error (MSE)],
which may result in suboptimal BER performance [5]–[11].
Minimum MSE (MMSE) beamforming is classically performed
by minimizing the MSE between the desired and actual array
outputs. MMSE is characterized by its good performance and
amenability to adaptive implementation. However, MMSE does
not guarantee the absolute minimum BER (MBER) [12], [13].

A fundamental goal in any digital communications system is
to minimize the BER directly. The stochastic gradient approx-
imate MBER (AMBER) [12] and the stochastic gradient least
MBER (LMBER) [13] are two of the most successful and suit-
able algorithms for adaptive implementation. However, those
MBER algorithms usually require long training sequences to
converge to the steady state at minimum BER performance. An-
other main drawback for those stochastic MBER algorithms is
the constant step size, which needs to be chosen very carefully
to guarantee fast convergence to the minimum BER.

Stochastic gradient Newton algorithms, which require fewer
training samples and, hence, speed up convergence rate, are
proposed in [14]. They optimize the step size by calculating the
Hessian function. The Newton-AMBER and Newton-LMBER
are similar to the well-known least mean square Newton algo-
rithm [15] and employ the cost functions used in the AMBER
and the LMBER, respectively.

Therefore, the step size has to be set carefully, depending on
the amount of interference and the channel-fading coefficients
to ensure optimum convergence speed. In practice, wireless
channels change with time. Hence, a variable step size is
recommended to compensate for the changes in channel char-
acteristics. The Shanno algorithm [16] provides an excellent
choice, as it uses inexact searches to converge to the optimum
step size. The main idea of the Shanno algorithm is to formulate
a block-processing objective function and present a nonlinear
optimization for its rapid minimization. A modified version
of the Shanno algorithm has been deployed to optimize some
cost functions, e.g., the constant modulus objective function
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[17]–[19]. It offers good convergence speed with variable step
size at low computational load.

The main contribution of this paper is the deployment of the
modified version of the Shanno algorithm to minimize the BER
cost function and a detailed discussion on the calculation of
its complexity (see also [20] and [21]). Comparative analyses
are conducted among the MMSE [11], the LMBER [13], the
Newton-LMBER [14], and the proposed block-Shanno MBER
(BSMBER) algorithms in terms of convergence rate, steady-
state BER, computational complexity, and system capacity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes a DS-CDMA system model with an antenna array in
front. In Section III, the BER cost function is derived, and then,
some of the existing stochastic gradient MBER algorithms are
outlined. Section IV introduces the proposed BSMBER algo-
rithm. Section V provides simulation results and comparative
analyses. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A K-user DS-CDMA communication system that employs
an M -element uniform linear antenna array (ULA) at the base
station is considered. The received continuous-time baseband
signal at antenna element m can be modeled as follows:

r(m)(t) =
∞∑

n=−∞

K∑
k=1

bk(n)h(m)
k (t − nTb) + σηη(m)(t) (1)

where Tb is the bit interval, bk(n) is the nth data bit of the kth
user, h(m)

k (t) is the effective signature waveform of the kth user
at antenna element m, η(m)(t) is the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) at antenna m with unit power spectral density,
and ση is the noise power spectral density. It is assumed that the
data symbols are independent equally likely random variables
from a finite alphabet that are independent from η(m)(t). The
effective signature waveform of user k at antenna element m
can be modeled in the following form:

h
(m)
k (t) =

L−1∑
l=0

ck(l) · g(m)
k (t − lTc) (2)

where L is the spreading factor, Tc = Tb/L is the chip interval,
ck(l) is the lth chip in the spreading sequence of the kth user,
and g

(m)
k (t) is the chip waveform of the kth user at antenna

element m that has been distorted by the multipath propagation
and front-end and transmit filters.

For M antennas, assuming that the propagating signals are
plane waves, multiple copies of the transmitted signal can be
collected with different times of arrival due to the reflection
from the surrounding obstacles. The channel is assumed to
be time invariant and elliptically modeled [22]. Therefore, the
distorted chip waveform of the kth user can be modeled as
follows:

gk(t) = [ g1
k(t) · · · gM

k (t) ]

= σk

Fk−1∑
f=0

αk,f · ψk(t − τk,f )ak,f (3)

where σk is the amplitude of the kth user signal, Fk is the
number of multipath components that are associated with the
kth user, αk,f is the proportion of the kth user’s amplitude that
is scattered in the f th path, which is assumed to be Rayleigh
distributed, τk,f is the time delay of this path, ψk(t) is the
original chip waveform that has been filtered on the receivers’
and the transmitters’ filters, and ak,f = a(θk,f ) is the array
response vector to the f th path of the kth user, where θk,f is
the direction of arrival (DOA) of the impinging signal of the
kth user’s f th ray and is given by

a(θk,f ) =
[
1 e−j{2π d

λ sin θk,f} · · · e−j{2π d
λ (M−1) sin θk,f}]T

(4)

where d is the spacing between the antenna elements, which is
usually assumed to be λ/2, in which λ is the wavelength.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the desired
user is the first user and that the receiver is synchronized to
that user (i.e., τ1,0 = 0). In general, the code sequence c1 =
[ c1(0) · · · c1(L − 1) ]T is known for the desired user. The
multipath channel parameters of the desired user and multipath
ray DOAs and all the parameters for the other users are assumed
to be unknown.

Assuming that the received signal is sampled at the chip rate,
the output from each array element is placed into a vector with
length [(L + Ls − 1)N ], where N is the number of bits, and
Ls is the multipath delay spread in chips. The sampled received
signal for user 1 at antenna element m is formatted as follows:

r(m)(n) = b1(n)h(m)
1 +

K∑
k=2

bk(n)h(m)
k + σηη(m)(n) (5)

where h
(m)
k and η(m)(n) are the sampled signature waveform

vectors for user k and the sampled AWGN vector, respectively,
at antenna element m with length [(L + Ls − 1)N ].

For M antennas, we expand (5) from vector form to matrix
form as follows:

R(n) = b1(n)H1 +
K∑

k=2

bk(n)Hk + σηΓ(n) (6)

where R(n) = [ (r(1)(n))T · · · (r(M)(n))T ]T represents
the sampled received signals to the antenna array (i.e., sam-
pled array observations), Hk = [ (h(1)

k )T · · · (h(M)
k )T ]T

is the space–time signature matrix of the kth user, Γ(n) =
[ (η(1)(n))T · · · (η(M)(n))T ]T is the sampled noise ma-
trix, and n is the sample index.

For convenience, the complete DS-CDMA system that em-
ploys an antenna array at the receiver is illustrated in Fig. 1. At
the receiver side, the sampled received signal from each antenna
element is multiplied by a matched filter at each antenna
branch. The output signal after the matched filter bank, i.e.,
x(n) = [x(1)(n) · · · x(M)(n) ]T , with size M × 1, is then
multiplied by the complex-valued beamformer weight vector,
i.e., w = [w1 · · · wM ]T , with size M × 1 to produce the
output statistics of the antenna array as follows:

y(n) = wHx(n) (7)
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Fig. 1. DS-CDMA system model with an antenna array.

where (·)H stands for the Hermitian. The beamformer output
y(n) can be expressed as

y(n) = wH (x(n) + σηη̃(n)) = y(n) + η(n) (8)

where x(n) is the noiseless matched filter output vector,
η(n) = wH η̃(n) is Gaussian with zero mean and variance
E[|η(n)|2] = 2σ2

ηwHw, and η̃(n) is the noise vector after
being multiplied by the matched filter.

The bit decision is made according to

b̂(n) = sgn (Re {y(n)}) = sgn (yR(n)) (9)

where sgn(·) denotes the sign function, and yR(n) = Re{y(n)}
is the real part of the beamformer output y(n).

III. STOCHASTIC GRADIENT MBER ALGORITHMS

To develop a minimum BER beamformer for a binary sys-
tem, we start by forming its BER cost function. To derive the
BER cost function for a linear detector with weight vector w,
let us define the following signed variable:

ys(n) = sgn (b(n)) yR(n). (10)

Here, ys(n) is an error indicator for the binary decision, i.e.,
if it is positive, then we have a correct decision, else if it is
negative, then an error occurred.

Furthermore, let Nb = 2K be the number of possible trans-
mitted bit sequences bv of b(n), where 1 ≤ v ≤ Nb. Hence,

the first element of bv is the desired user data. The noiseless

array output signal x(n) takes values from the signal set χ
Δ=

{xv =bvh, 1≤v≤Nb}. Similarly, the noiseless beamformer’s

output, i.e., y(n), takes values from the scalar set Y (w) Δ=
{yv(w) = wHxv, 1 ≤ v ≤ Nb}. Thus, the real part of the
beamformer’s output yR(n) can only take values from the set

YR(w) Δ= {yR,v(w) = Re{yv(w)}, 1 ≤ v ≤ Nb}.
Therefore, the probability density function (pdf) of the error

indicator, i.e., ysign(n), is a mixed sum of Gaussian distribu-
tions [13], i.e.,

P (ys) =
1

Nb

√
2πσ2

ηwHw

×
Nb∑
v=1

exp

(
− (ys − sgn (b(n)) yR,v(w))2

2σ2
ηwHw

)
. (11)

Hence, the error probability of the beamformer w, i.e., the
BER cost function, is given by

PE(w) =
1

Nb

√
2πσ2

ηwHw

Nb∑
v=1

∞∫
q(w)

exp
(
−u2

2

)
du

=
1

Nb

Nb∑
v=1

Q (q(w)) (12)
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where Q(·) is the Gaussian error function given by

Q(x) =
1√
2π

∞∫
x

exp
(
−y2

2

)
dy (13)

q(w) =
sgn (b(n)) y(n)

ση

√
wHw

=
sgn (b(n)) Re

{
wHx(n)

}
ση

√
wHw

. (14)

In practice, the set of Y is not available. A widely used
approach for approximating the pdf is known as the kernel
density or the Parzen window-based estimate [23]–[25]. A
kernel density estimate is known to produce a reliable pdf
estimate with short data records. Given a block of Z training
samples {x(Z), b(Z)}, a kernel density estimate of the pdf,
which was defined in (11), is given by

P̂ (ys) =
1

Z
√

2πρ2wHw

×
Z∑

i=1

exp

(
− (ys − sgn (b(i)) yR(i))2

2ρ2wHw

)
(15)

where the radius parameter ρ is related to the noise standard
deviation ση [23]–[25]. Therefore, the block BER cost function
could be derived from the kernel density estimate of the pdf as
follows:

PE(w) =
1
Z

Z∑
z=1

Q (qZ(w)) (16)

where

qZ(w) =
Z∑

i=1

sgn (b(i)) Re
{
wHx(i)

}
ση

√
wHw

. (17)

After deriving the BER cost function, we now define the
optimization problem. Our objective is to minimize the BER
of the system. Hence, the MBER beamforming solution is
defined as

wMBER = arg min
w

PE(w). (18)

To solve the optimization problem in (18), a gradient estimate
of the BER cost function stated in (16) with respect to w should
be estimated. An iterative gradient optimization algorithm can
be used. As a result, the block gradient of the BER cost
function, i.e., PE(w), is given by

∇PE(w) =
∂PE(w)

∂w

=
1

2Z
√

2πρ
√

wHw

×
Z∑

i=1

exp

(
− (x(i))2

2ρ2wHw

)
· sgn (x(i)) · x(i). (19)

Alternatively, a sample-by-sample estimate for the BER cost
function can be given as [26]

PE(w, z) =
1√

2πρ2wHw
exp

(
− (ys − sgn (b(i)) y(i))2

2ρ2wHw

)
.

(20)

Hence, the instantaneous gradient of PE(w) with respect to
w is given by

∇PE(w)=
1

2
√

2πρ
√

wHw
exp

(
−(x(i))2

2ρ2wHw

)
sgn (x(i)) x(i).

(21)

After we have introduced the objective optimization prob-
lem, we now briefly present the stochastic gradient LMBER
and the stochastic gradient Newton-LMBER algorithms. Both
algorithms are introduced to emphasize the superiority of the
proposed BSMBER algorithm over the other algorithms.

A. Stochastic Gradient LMBER

In [13], Chen developed the LMBER algorithm, which is
one of the most popular stochastic gradient algorithms that
minimize the cost function of the BER. The LMBER algorithm
is preferred due to its simplicity, low complexity, and good per-
formance. The LMBER beamforming seeks the minimization
of the cost function in (20). Consequently, its update equation
is given by

w(i + 1) = w(i) + μ∇PE(w)

= w(i) + μ
sgn (x(i))√
2πρ

√
wHw

exp

(
−(x(i))2

2ρ2wHw

)
x(i).

(22)

By normalizing the weight vector to unit length, i.e.,
wHw = 1, the update equation reduces to

w(i + 1) = w(i) + μ
sgn (x(i))√

2πρ
exp

(
−(x(i))2

2ρ2

)
x(i).

(23)

The step size μ and the kernel width ρ are the two algorithm
parameters that have to be appropriately set to ensure faster
convergence and small steady-state BER maladjustment.

B. Stochastic Gradient Newton-LMBER

A direct approach to ensure convergence, irrespective of
signal input energy, is the calculation of a suitable step size
value using the function and the gradient. This usually requires
finding estimates of the Hessian of the objective function.
The gradient Newton algorithm [14] incorporates second-order
statistics of input signals. It usually has a faster convergence
rate than the standard gradient technique, but it requires a higher
computational complexity. In practice, only estimates of the
covariance matrix and the gradient vector are available. These
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estimates can be applied to Newton’s formula to provide an
update equation for the gradient Newton-LMBER as follows:

w(i + 1) = w(i) + μHe(w, i)

= w(i) + μR−1
xx(i)∇PE(w) (24)

where He(w, i) is the Hessian matrix, and Rxx =
(1/N)

∑N
n=1 x(n) · xH(n) is the covariance matrix of

the received signal. The convergence factor μ is introduced
to protect the algorithm from divergence due to the use of
the noisy estimates of the covariance matrix and the gradient
vector. Substituting (22) into (24), the Newton-LMBER update
equation can be derived as follows:

w(i + 1) = w(i) + μR−1
xx(i)

sgn(x(i))√
2πρ

exp

(
−(x(i))2

2ρ2

)
x(i).

(25)

IV. BSMBER

Stochastic gradient algorithms choose constant step size. The
constant step size depends on the interference as well as the
channel coefficients. To guarantee convergence of the LMBER
algorithm, the step size choice is the bottleneck for the algo-
rithm to converge. The Newton algorithm optimizes the step
size to guarantee convergence. Hence, it requires computing,
updating, and storing the inverse of the Hessian matrix. These
operations on the Hessian matrix are the most costly part of
the Newton algorithm. As a result, the need to implement
a new algorithm to take advantage of the Newton algorithm
while maintaining linearity in complexity has motivated this
work. The Shanno algorithm is a memoryless modified Newton
algorithm, which conducts the conjugate gradient type search
without fully optimizing the step size; alternatively, it is chosen
to be within a specified range such that the convergence is
guaranteed. The higher bound of the step size must satisfy the
following inequality [16]:

PE (w(i)) < PE (w(i − 1))

+ αμ∇PE (w(i − 1))T d (w(i − 1)) . (26)

In addition, the lower bound of the step size must satisfy the
following inequality [16]:

∇PE (w(i))T d (w(i)) > β∇PE (w(i − 1))T d (w(i − 1))
(27)

where α and β are constants, and d(w(i)) is the search direc-
tion vector. The search direction vector is a linear combination
of the negative gradient, the gradient difference between the
current gradient and the previous gradient, and the previous
search direction. It is defined as

d(i) = −∇PE (w(i)) + a(i)u(i) + [b(i) − c(i)a(i)] d(i − 1)
(28)

where u(i) is the gradient difference between the current
gradient and the previous gradient and is defined as

u(i) =∇PE (w(i)) −∇PE (w(i − 1)) (29)

a(i) =
dT (i − 1)∇PE (w(i))

dT (i − 1)u(i)
(30)

b(i) =
uT (i)∇PE (w(i))

dT (i − 1)u(i)
(31)

c(i) =μ(i − 1) +
|u(i)|2

dT (i − 1)u(i)
. (32)

Now, the search direction vector in the Shanno algorithm,
which is linear in complexity, will replace the Hessian matrix,
which is quadratic in complexity, in the Newton algorithm.
This feature reduces calculations, as it involves only an implicit
calculation of the Hessian matrix [18].

As a result, the weight update equation for the Shanno
algorithm is given by

w(i) = w(i − 1) + μd(i). (33)

Another advantage of the Shanno algorithm is its quick and
efficient ability to minimize nonlinear objective functions. The
BER cost function is a nonlinear function; thus, any mini-
mization process can lead to a local minimum and not to the
global minimum [27]. Hence, the Shanno algorithm is the best
algorithm to optimize the BER cost function.

The proposed BSMBER algorithm processes the data on a
block-by-block basis, i.e., it takes in a block of data and iterates
until the convergence tolerance criterion is matched.

To use the block-Shanno algorithm, we should convert the
problem from complex data to real data format. First, we define

w(i) = wr(i) + jwi(i) (34)

x(i) = xr(i) + jxi(i) (35)

where j =
√
−1. Then, we define the following new vectors:

wc(i) =
[

wr(i)
wi(i)

]

xc(i) =
[

xr(i)
xi(i)

]
. (36)

Now, the detected signal yc is given by

yc = wT
c xc. (37)

The proposed BSMBER algorithm is summarized in Table I.
First, we initialize the main algorithm parameters. Then, we
perform the matched filter operation for the received signal.
The algorithm consists of two main loops. The outer loop is
for each block of data, and the inner loop is repeated over
the same block of data until a certain number of iterations is
reached (e.g., 25 iterations), the norm of the gradient vector
is sufficiently small, or the gradient difference becomes zero
to prevent dividing by zero. In the main loop, we formulate a
block of data (100 bits) from the output of the matched filter
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE BSMBER ALGORITHM

operation and convert it to a real format, as in (34)–(36); then,
we initialize the inner loop iteration index κ, the BER cost
function, and the gradient vector to unity. In the inner loop,
we compute the BER cost function and the gradient vector
from (15) and (19), respectively. Then, we compute the search
direction vector from (28), and unless we are in the beginning
of the inner loop, we set it to be equal to the negative of the
gradient. After that, we check the search direction vector; if it
is in the wrong direction, we reset it back to the negative of the
gradient. Then, we check the step size and adjust it according
to its boundary. If its value is higher than the higher bound
in (26), then we decrease its value. If its value is lower than
the lower bound in (27), then we increase its value. Else, we
keep its value constant. Then, we compute the weight update
vector from (33) and convert it back to the complex form. At
the end of the inner loop, we determine the detected signal
by multiplying the computed weight vector by the received
signal to use it to calculate the BER cost function again and
increment the inner loop iteration index. The inner loop iterates
until any of the stop criteria is reached. After that, we go back
to the main loop and form another block of data, and so on.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

These processes iterate until we finish all the incoming data.
As we can observe, the algorithm keeps tracking the received
signal with different channel and interference parameters rather
than having a constant step size that may force the algorithm
to diverge in case the channel and interference parameters
change.

A detailed calculation of the BSMBER complexity is shown
in Table I. Given that multiplication operations are more com-
plex than addition operations, we base our complexity calcula-
tions on multiplication operations only. Assume that all vectors
have the same length M . From a mathematical point of view,
multiplying two vectors results in a complexity of M . Going
back to our algorithm, converting the vectors from complex
format to real format results in doubling the vectors length, i.e.,
2M . Following the algorithm complexity (see Table I), we will
find that the total number of multiplications is 4M · Z + 18M .
This number of multiplications is required to determine Z bits.
Hence, the BSMBER algorithm needs (4M · Z + 18M)/Z
multiplication operations to detect one bit.

V. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present simulation results that illustrate
and compare the performance of different MBER beamforming
techniques in addition to MMSE beamforming. We employ the
elliptical channel model described in Section II. The simulation
parameters are described in Table II. The DOA angles were
randomly generated between ±60◦, i.e., three sectors cell, and
the multipath for the same user have DOA angles between ±10◦

from the main path. One of the interferers is separated with
only 10◦ from the desired user. The DOA angles are unknown
to the receiver. The simulations were done in two scenarios.
The first scenario assumed perfect power control (equal power
distributions). The second scenario assumed that the desired
user’s power is less than the interferers’ power by 10 dB to
model the near–far effect.
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Fig. 2. BER versus iterations for the first scenario (equal power distributions)
at SNR = 15 dB.

Fig. 3. BER versus iterations for the first scenario (equal power distributions)
at SNR = 30 dB.

A. Convergence Rate Comparison

In this section, a study of the convergence rate of the algo-
rithms to the steady state during adaptive implementation is
conducted. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the BER versus the iteration
index for the first scenario (equal power distributions) at signal-
to-noise ratios (SNRs) equal to 15 and 30 dB, respectively.
First, we can observe the enhancement in steady-state BER
performance when using the MBER-based techniques over the
MMSE techniques. In addition, it can be seen in Fig. 2 that the
LMBER and the Newton-LMBER algorithms converge after
500 iterations, i.e., they need 500 bits to reach the steady state,
whereas the proposed BSMBER algorithm converges after
100 iterations, i.e., it converges at the fourth block. Hence, the
proposed algorithm requires 400 bits to reach the steady state at
an SNR of 15 dB. From Fig. 3, LMBER and Newton-LMBER
algorithms converge after 500 iterations, i.e., they need 500 bits
to reach the steady state, whereas the proposed BSMBER

Fig. 4. BER versus iterations for the second scenario (the desired user power
is 10 dB below interferers) at SNR = 15 dB.

Fig. 5. BER versus iterations for the second scenario (desired user power is
10 dB below interferers) at SNR = 30 dB.

algorithm converges after 75 iterations, i.e., it converges at the
third block. Hence, the proposed algorithm requires 300 bits to
reach the steady state.

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the BER versus the iteration index
for the second scenario (the desired user power is 10 dB below
interferers) at SNRs equal to 15 and 30 dB, respectively. In
addition, for Fig. 4, it can be seen that the LMBER and the
Newton-LMBER algorithms converge to the steady state after
1000 iterations, i.e., they require 1000 bits to reach the steady
state, whereas the proposed BSMBER algorithm converges
after 200 iterations, i.e., it converges at the eighth block. Hence,
the proposed algorithm requires 800 bits to reach the steady
state. For Fig. 5, it can be seen that the LMBER and the
Newton-LMBER algorithms converge to the steady state after
1000 iterations, i.e., they require 1000 bits to reach the steady
state, whereas the proposed BSMBER algorithm converges
after 175 iterations, i.e., it converges at the seventh block.
Hence, the proposed algorithm requires 700 bits to reach the
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Fig. 6. BER versus SNR for the first scenario (equal power distributions).

Fig. 7. BER versus SNR for second scenario (desired user power is 10 dB
below interferers).

steady state. In addition, the proposed algorithm has the best
BER steady-state performance competence.

B. BER Performance Versus SNR Comparison

In this section, BER performance is compared against the
SNR of the desired user. For an SNR between 1 and 30 dB, the
algorithms are run for 500 bits (five blocks in the BSMBER) in
the first scenario and for 1000 bits (ten blocks in the BSMBER)
in the second scenario. The average BER based on the
Q function is determined after the steady state is reached.
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the BER performance against the SNR
for the MMSE, LMBER, and Newton-LMBER beamformers
and the proposed BSMBER algorithm with the first and second
scenarios, respectively. It is evident that the proposed algorithm
almost performs similarly to the Newton algorithm. However,
the proposed algorithm requires an O(M) complexity com-
pared to the Newton algorithm, which requires an O(M2)
complexity.

Fig. 8. BER versus number of users for the first scenario (equal power
distributions) at SNR = 30 dB.

Fig. 9. BER versus number of users for the second scenario (desired user
power is 10 dB below interferers) at SNR = 30 dB.

C. BER Performance Versus Number of Subscribers

In this section, BER performance is evaluated when the
number of users is increased from 1 to 30 at an SNR equal to
30 dB. The algorithms are run for 500 bits (five blocks with the
BSMBER) in the first scenario and for 1000 bits (ten blocks
with the BSMBER) in the second scenario. The average BER
based on the Q function is determined after the algorithms
converge. Figs. 8 and 9 show the BER performance for the
first and second scenarios, respectively, and demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm exhibits the best performance in terms
of low BER at a high number of subscribers. The MMSE
beamformer is dramatically affected in the second scenario.
MMSE algorithms are not robust against the near–far effect;
meanwhile, the MBER algorithms keep good performance
when the system suffers from the near–far effect, and this agrees
with the results in [13].
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TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON

D. Computational Complexity

In this section, we compare all the previous algorithms
in terms of computational complexity [20]. Since addition is
much easier than multiplication, we focus on multiplication
to compare computational complexities. Table III illustrates
the number of multiplications required to complete a single
iteration, i.e., detecting one bit. The proposed BSMBER main-
tains the linearity in complexity, however; its performance is
at least similar to the Newton algorithm with a quadratic com-
plexity [20].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a block-Shanno algorithm for minimizing the
BER cost function has been proposed. A comparison between
this algorithm and the popular MMSE, LMBER, and Newton-
LMBER algorithms is conducted in terms of BER perfor-
mance and computational complexity. The BER performance
is compared against the iteration index during adaptive im-
plementation, the SNR, and the number of subscribers. The
computer simulations show that the MBER-based algorithms
are optimum in terms of BER performance compared to MMSE
algorithms. The proposed BSMBER yields the best conver-
gence speed while maintaining linear complexity. Moreover,
the overall performance of the proposed algorithm is similar
to the Newton algorithm.
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